Transmission for 2005 ford taurus

The most recently reported issues are listed below. Please also check out the statistics and
reliability analysis of the Ford Taurus based on all problems reported for the Taurus. This
incident first happened while I was pulling into a parking spot and since many times. The car
gets stuck in full throttle and sometimes impossible to stop I have to throw into neutral to keep
from slamming into vehicles, it has torn up my new brake pads that I put on in the fall. It will be
fine for a period of time then all of sudden out of no where the car will get stuck in full throttle. I
have been told by a Ford mechanic that this is a common issue. Ford need to fix this on a recall
basis. Thank god my car was not on highway going fast with my 3 kids in it , then it would not
have been a recall issue but a lawsuit isse. Ford need to look at this and refund all customers
that have paid out of pocket for these reapirs. Own a Ford Taurus sel. With less than k miles on
it, and without warning, the transmission stopped engaging. This happened on a busy interstate
90 miles from home. Luckily, we were able to pull the car off to the shoulder. This and many
other accounts have led me to believe that Ford has installed faulty transmissions in this model
line. No transmission should drop out without warning with such low mileage on the
transmission. We were stopped at a stop sign and when we went to press the gas pedal to go
the rpm's revved for a second and then nothing. The car would not go like it was in neutral. We
turned the car off then turned it on again and still nothing. The car wouldn't go into gear. Now
we are trying to figure out how to get it fixed and are going to the dealership tomorrow to see if
they can help. We have only had the car for a year and it only has 95, miles on it. Transmission
light came on and although rpm's would go to you could only drive 30mph - no warning or
indication of any transmission problem - service had been done per manual and was current mileage was 60k - rebuilt transmission was the solution - really not happy. I was just driving and
there was a whirling sound a my car just coast to stop. Right now I have to spend Transaxle
going out with no signs of problem. While driving and making turn transaxle went out while in
the middle of turn in middle of intersection. Was lucky not a lot of traffic and parking lot close
enough where I could coast into safely. No gears except park it was like all other gears was
neutral. I am going to have transaxle replaced or rebuilt. The contact owns a Ford Taurus. While
accelerating at 25 mph the rpms increased, but the vehicle down-shifted into a lower gear, and
then stalled. He was able to safely avoid a crash. The vehicle was taken to a local mechanic, and
the oil and filter were replaced. The mechanic stated that the transmission needed to be
replaced. No repairs were made. The current mileage was 88, The failure mileage was 88, I have
a Ford Taurus se that I bought for my 17 year old daughter, at miles, the transmission went out.
She was driving on the highway at 60mph with a semi behind her when the transmission went
out, dropping her speed to 20mph. Ford will not do any thing about this problem, and after
some research, I have found numerous complaints about the same thing. I don't understand, if
Ford knows there is a problem, why they won't correct it. My daughter could have been killed or
injured, and yet they won't claim fault. I have contacted Ford, but have been told there is
nothing they can or will do. The contact was driving approximately 70 mph when the vehicle
would not accelerate. He coasted the vehicle to the side of the road where it was towed to an
independent mechanic. The vehicle was diagnosed as a failed transmission and was repaired.
Approximately 31, miles later, the failure recurred. The vehicle was not further repaired nor was
the manufacturer contacted. The failure mileage was approximately 84, While driving down the
road with no previous indications of trouble the car suddenly started to slow down and the rpm
went up. The car came to a stop in the middle of an intersection and would not move no forward
or reverse. Had the car towed to the Ford dealership and told them what happened and he
stated that this was a common failure with this vehicle. Sound like Ford is hiding a major defect
and placing every one that drive one at a major risk. What if this had been a rr crossing? It was
raining. I had the windshield wipers on. Parked and went to turn off wipers. Would not turn off,
and began to smoke. I removed fuse. Replaced fuse. Began to smoke again. Windshield wiper
motor blown. Now I have noticed that car is having difficulty shifting. Today I had a diagnosis
done, transmission needs replaced. While driving approximately mph, the vehicle failed to
accelerate. The issue occurred very frequently. In addition, the vehicle would stall and idle, but
not completely shut off. The contact took the vehicle to an independent mechanic and was
informed that the transmission most likely needed to be replaced. The vehicle has not yet been
repaired. The manufacturer has not been notified. The current mileage was , and failure mileage
was approximately , While driving 45 mph the vehicle began to loose power. He was able to
coast to the shoulder of an intersection, and turn off the vehicle. The vehicle was towed to a
local repair facility, and a mechanic stated that the transmission motor mounts were never
properly bolted on the vehicle. The vehicle was repaired. Prior the failure, the vehicle would
intermittently lurch forward. He contacted the manufacturer, but was not provided with any
assistance. The failure mileage was 47, Purchased a Taurus in December At miles over the mile
bumper to bumper warranty the transmission went out. Returned car to the dealership and was

treated very poorly. Told different information on repair cost, but Ford will not fix the car without
us paying a huge portion of the On the 1st start of the day every day , for one-two minutes,
when I push down on the brake, the car will move slightly forward. There is a clunking noise
from the engine area, and the rpms decrease when the brake pedal is pressed. This occurs in
park or neutral. The dealer had an engineer from Ford look at it said he did not know what is
causing it, but tried other Taurus and saw the same problem. Purchased a Ford Taurus a year
ago and having transmission problems. Over the 36, mile bumper-to-bumper warranty, so called
dealership and was treated very disrespectful. Called Ford and no help from them either. Car
Problems. Automatic Transmission problem 1. Automatic Transmission problem 2. Automatic
Transmission problem 3. Automatic Transmission problem 4. Automatic Transmission problem
5. Automatic Transmission problem 6. Automatic Transmission problem 7. Automatic
Transmission problem 8. Automatic Transmission problem 9. Automatic Transmission problem
Other Power Train related problems of the Ford Taurus. Power Train problems Power Train
problems. Automatic Transmission Torque Converter problems. Transmission Failure
problems. Transmission Gear Slipping problems. Transmission Not Go Into Gear problems.
Transmission Pump problems. Transmission Slip Out Of Gear problems. Transmission Noise
problems. Noises During Shifting problems. See the Back button â€” blue bar at the very top of
the page â€” to explore more. Add your complaint? The contact owns a Ford Taurus. While
driving approximately 35 mph, the transmission began to jerk with hesitation and the warning
indicator illuminated until the engine was turned off. In addition, the transmission would slip
gears unexpectedly. The failure recurred whenever the vehicle was in operation. The vehicle
was taken to an authorized dealer for diagnosis where they stated that the transmission would
need to be replaced due to internal damage. In , a rebuilt transmission was installed in the
vehicle by an authorized dealer. The vehicle had not been repaired for the most recent failure.
The manufacturer was notified of the problem. The approximate failure mileage was 23, in Less
than 50, in The manufacturer was unwilling to assist with repairs. Add Complaint. This incident
first happened while I was pulling into a parking spot and since many times. The car gets stuck
in full throttle and sometimes impossible to stop I have to throw into neutral to keep from
slamming into vehicles, it has torn up my new brake pads that I put on in the fall. It will be fine
for a period of time then all of sudden out of no where the car will get stuck in full throttle. I have
been told by a Ford mechanic that this is a common issue. The contact was driving 40 mph
when the acceleration pedal became stuck in open throttle position. The contact had to abruptly
stomp on the pedal in order for it to release. The vehicle was taken to the dealer who advised
that the throttle or the vehicle speed control cable failed and caused the failure. The dealer
advised that the cables would need to be replaced. The vehicle was not repaired. The
manufacturer was not notified of the failure. The failure mileage was , and the current mileage
was , The consumer stated sudden acceleration caused the transmission to fail, due to the
strain of trying to slow the vehicle down. The transmission on my six year old vehicle failed
after only 79, miles. There are multiple reported incidents of transmission failure for the Ford
Taurus please see Surely, a defective and faulty transmission is not what consumers should
expect when purchasing a vehicle. I notified Ford Motor Company about this issue, and they
refuse to take responsibility for the construction of their vehicle. This is a very dangerous
defect, and could cause serious injury and loss of human life. Since Ford refuses to
acknowledge its responsibility for the issue, I expect the NHTSA, as a government Agency, to
fulfill its responsibility to consumers to investigate the construction and safety of Ford Taurus
transmissions. I appreciate your response, and I am willing to provide any necessary additional
information. I just recently purchased a Ford Taurus and it was running fine for like 2 days.
Then the cruise stopped working a few days later the accelerator began to stick. I was going
about 30 and suddenly the car began to take off on its own and I nearly hit the car in front of me.
I had to steer off the road and pressing the brakes was very hard. This seems to be a trend for
the car and is extremely dangerous!! The contact was driving approximately 70 mph when the
vehicle would not accelerate. He coasted the vehicle to the side of the road where it was towed
to an independent mechanic. The vehicle was diagnosed as a failed transmission and was
repaired. Approximately 31, miles later, the failure recurred. The vehicle was not further repaired
nor was the manufacturer contacted. The failure mileage was approximately 84, Hood
misaligned itself. Interior pieces falling off. When starting, starter would spin free of the flywheel
and not start. Makes me look like an idiot driver. Thought they were idiot drivers! Routinely gets
17 mpg while being driven very easy. Wasn't even worn looking, just broke in half! Continental
tires were badly cracked and unsafe, had never been run low or abused. Seat adjustment will
not budge, wife cannot drive car as seat is set for me. Power window controls do not work.
Interior lights work intermittently. Accelerator cable needed replacement. Uses oil at a high rate
for a low-mileage car. I've had 20 year old cars that had better rubber. Paint is beginning to chip

off the dash why is this painted? I have had 37 cars and this is the worst one of them all. I have
always liked Ford until this car. Ford did honor the warranty when in effect but it is falling apart
way too fast and my only recourse is to never buy another Ford. Ford need to fix this on a recall
basis. Ford need to look at this and refund all customers that have paid out of pocket for these
repairs. Transmission failure of Ford Taurus. Googled Taurus transmission problems and found
there are many people with the same complaint. Torque converter failure. I believe there is a
defect. Own a Ford Taurus sel. With less than K miles on it, and without warning, the
transmission stopped engaging. This happened on a busy interstate 90 miles from home.
Luckily, we were able to pull the car off to the shoulder. This and many other accounts have led
me to believe that Ford has installed faulty transmissions in this model line. No transmission
should drop out without warning with such low mileage on the transmission. We were stopped
at a stop sign and when we went to press the gas pedal to go the RPM's revved for a second
and then nothing. The car would not go like it was in neutral. We turned the car off then turned it
on again and still nothing. The car wouldn't go into gear. Now we are trying to figure out how to
get it fixed and are going to the dealership tomorrow to see if they can help. We have only had
the car for a year and it only has 95, miles on it. While driving approximately 5 mph, the
transmission failed and the gear would not shift out of first gear. The vehicle was towed to the
dealer and diagnosed as a failed clutch plate. The dealer repaired the vehicle and also replaced
the transmission. The manufacturer advised that the vehicle was outside of factory warranty
and would not assist with the repair. The failure mileage was 62, and the current mileage was
63, Torque converter on Ford Taurus blew up. I was driving down a very busy road during rush
hour traffic when my car just stopped. In addition to delaying traffic it was a very unsafe
situation for myself and my children who were in the car with my. The mechanic who fixed my
car showed me the torque converter and the metal had turned blue from being heated to an
extreme heat. He also said that the torque converter blew up sending metal pieces into my
transmission. I have talked to several people who have had similar issues and I think it is time
that Ford is held accountable for an obviously faulty part. Thank you for your time.
Transmission failure while driving, no notice, no nothing. Just lucky it did not give out in the
middle of a busy intersection. Could have been a real bad accident if it would have. Traveling
70mph on major highway, passing another vehicle, engine suddenly revved to 7,rpms and
slowed fast, managed to get it side of road. Had only park and neutral gears. No warning light,
no unusual noise, no previous issue with transmission or engine. Luckily no accident occurred,
no one hurt. And believed a class action suit was filed. Want to be included. Went to store, was
driving home, and transmission just went as I was pulling onto the hwy. My family and I could
have been killed! Mechanic found stripped torque converter pump drive plate. Old part
available. Found hundreds of instances of this safety issue occurring online but no recall by
Ford as of now. Transmission light came on and although RPM's would go to you could only
drive 30mph - no warning or indication of any transmission problem - service had been done
per manual and was current - mileage was 60K - rebuilt transmission was the solution - really
not happy. While driving down the road in our Ford Taurus it suddenly sounded as if our car
was in neutral. After coasting down a hill and into a parking lot we discover that our car will not
go into any gear. We had the car towed and now are going to have to figure out how to pay to
replace the transmission. On February 5, at pm, my Ford Taurus SE 4dr sdn neglected to
proceed from a stop light and was having no problems proceeding prior to that stop light and
was still in drive after the light turned green to go, but was not able to proceed and was still in
drive and running, thinking I was able to proceed with traffic and not able to, had to push the
Taurus off the road with help from other drivers, than call for a tow. I had it towed back to the
greenway Ford dealer ship later that night for one hundred and ninety eight dollars out of
pocket. Both years, Ford Taurus and the Ford Taurus seem to have the most transmission
problems than other Ford Taurus years, but today we will focus on Ford Taurus Transmission
Repair specifically. Transmission repair issues for the Ford Taurus arise on average around 75,
miles. Common experiences to signal a tranmission problem include driving and then noticing
the transmission jerking when shifting , slow deceleration even when pressing the gas pedal, or
even slipping gears. So why do these transmission problems exist and what can be done to
repair them? Here are the three complaints and reason for transmission repair:. This can be a
very severe issue as it usually gets worse pretty fast from here. This usually means your gears
are slipping, there may be a torque converter problem or even a problem in the transmission
solenoid. On occasion, simple things such as low, burnt, or old oil can also cause random pops
out of gear. If you are experiencing this issue, please call us at immediately for a free diagnosis
or if you are not located in the Charlotte NC area, contact your local transmission repair shop.
One of the most common reasons for torque converter failure is overheating. If there are high
levels of slippage, the torque converter may not be able to keep up and dissipate the heat this

creates. When torque converters overheat, more internal damage is caused, especially to the
seals that keep fluids inside the converter. This in turn also causes a leak, which drains the
transmission, causing it to stop working. Torque converter failure is very serious â€” if you
notice leaks or slipping, call us immediately at before furthur damage occurs. There are many
other reasons why your Ford Taurus transmission can fail. Some are very common issues, such
as gears slipping or not shifting, or even loss of forward gear or reverse. Most of the
transmission problems listed here can be resolved with a transmission rebuild. A transmission
rebuld will restore your transmission to a like-almost-new condition â€” replaces broken
internal parts, cleans the entire unit, and rebuilt with new fluids, seals and more. We are experts
in the field of transmission repair and transmission rebuild. Although every transmission has
different problems, we have rebuilt the same transmission as yours before. Your email address
will not be published. Submit a Comment Cancel reply Your email address will not be published.
Search Search for:. Free Estimate. There are 6 choices for the Ford Taurus Transmission
Assembly!!! Choose Your Option. We offer an industry leading 1-year warranty on every part
type we sell. All of our engines and transmissions carry a 1-year warranty with optional
extensions up to 2 additional years. Claims on engine warranties are limited to manufacturer
defects in the pistons, heads, block, crankshafts, rockers, and oil pumps. Though additional
parts and accessories may be attached upon purchase, coverage does not extend to sensors,
switches, cables, electronics, belts, hoses, water pumps, or manifolds, nor damage caused
through overheating or improper lubrication. Due to the COVID pandemic, your order may arrive
later than expected so please allow an extra few working days for your order to arrive. We can
ship anywhere in the 48 contiguous U. We do not require a core charge or a return of the old
part or engine. The more local you shop, the more you save off the shipping cost. It typically
takes us approximately business days to process a credit back to your account and business
days for the credit to appear on your account. Note all returns and cancellations require a prior
authorization. Terms : All returns and cancellations may be subject to shipping charges, unless
caused by our error or cancelled by the customer prior to shipping. No returns without prior
authorization from the Supplier see Contact Us page. Replacements : It is company policy that
we receive the original auto part back before sending you a replacement auto part. The original
auto part must be returned using the provided shipping label. The shipping cost for both the
original and the replacement auto part is a cost attributed to the shipper at hand. Note, if these
auto parts are not shipped back to the supplier within 30 days of the delivery date of the
replacement part, the buyer's credit card is subject to a recharge for the initial cost of the
original auto part minus the initial shipping cost If you have any questions about the shipping
back of the original part, please contact customer service team at Press 2 for Returns open
Monday-Friday pm EST Or email cs allusedparts. Disclaimer : -Some of our units used engine,
transmission, axle, etc. They will need to be replaced before installation. Common items that are
not guaranteed include but not limited too nuts, bolts, links, seals, bushings, ball j
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oints, brackets, bezels, wiring, cables, sensors and other applicable items depending on the
part. If they are not serviceable, such as a pressed-in ball joint, they will be guaranteed. The
purchased item may need to be repainted, refinished, or reupholstered for proper color match.
Technical Questions? Contact the webmaster. Shopping Cart: Items. Contact Us. Order
Tracking. Verify Your Part Expand. Select Part Select Make Select Model Select Year
Transmission Assembly for Ford Taurus Attention! Filters 34 Items. Price Mileage Nearby.
Description Warranty Shipping Returns. This transmission unit includes a transmission case,
valve body, tail shaft and housing, torque converter automatic only , and all internal lubricated
parts. This transmission has been inspected and ready to ship. Nationwide Shipping: Due to the
COVID pandemic, your order may arrive later than expected so please allow an extra few
working days for your order to arrive. More Details Less Details. Update Your Location.

